
We create engaging, memorable hotel products & unique projects to wow guests

Catchii is a Dutch label, founded by illustrator and interior designer Femke Zwaan. Our collections of 
high quality sustainable wallpaper, fine porcelain tableware and accessories are rich in detail. We create 

thoughtfully handcrafted products with artfully decorated designs that elevate the spirit.

Let’s create an extraordinary world.

Exquisite sustainable wallpaper | Elegant porcelain tableware | Interior Design | Custom made accessories

As an interior designer and illustrator, 
Femke loves to mix & match materials, 
patterns and colours. 

She loves to travel. She is inspired by 
colourful flora & fauna of the world’s 
most fascinating cultures. Elegant imagery, 
with exceptional attention to detail create 
animated conversations. All designs are 
originally hand-painted by Femke. 

Illustrator/ interior designer Femke
Let’s create an exquisite and unique environment together

Sustainability 
We have an eye for detail and quality and a big heart for the 
environment. We are working with eco-friendly suppliers.

Let’s work together
Excited to turn your ideas into projects, interior 
design, tableware, branding, accessories? Let’s 
plan a meeting and create an extraordinary 
world together!

Originally hand-painted custom made design

Femke Zwaan
+31(0)6 1734 2189
femke@catchii.com
|instagram.com/catchiihomeware 
|pinterest.com/catchii | https://catchii.com



Sisal & seagrass wallpaper
Add a luxurious finish to the space with our collection 
of exceptional quality natural wallpaper

- made from 100% natural plant fibers as sisal, 
seagrass and bamboo
- the grass-woven wallpaper is woven entirely 
by hand
- discover the varieties of colours, structures 

and our metallic/ golden glow 
selection

Luxurious artisan wallpaper
Exquisite, unique & eclectic
Be inspired by the beauty of originally hand-
painted landscapes and decors of our 
eco-friendly & hotel safe wallpaper. 
We would love to design custom made 
wallpapers for your hospitality projects from the 
materials you wish (from heavy use, wet areas 
to outdoor).

Create a colourful and unforgettable feel to any space

Sophisticated, luxurious & characterful

Custom made Let’s create outstanding experiences for guests

Our services include:

art work/ menu 
branding/ logo
tableware
wall covering
tile panels/ murals
furniture/ lamps
hooks, knobs
staff uniforms
accessories/ amenities/ desk top items
fabrics: table- & bed linen/ cushions/ curtains/ carpets

High quality porcelain tableware
Catchii tableware enliven all meals and are guaranteed 
for wowing guests. From breakfast to soirées. 

Originally hand-painted designs made 
from 100% porcelain

- Durable, scratch and chip resistant 
- Hotel safe for heavy use
- Dishwasher, microwave and oven safe
- Made in Europe

Catchii gets the table talking


